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YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 

 
                    ITEM 17 

  
  
Date: 29 March 2022 
  
Report: MEMBER FEEDBACK ON PARTNERSHIP REPRESENTATION  

 
Purpose 
 
1. To provide feedback from meetings attended by Members as representatives of the 

National Park Authority since the last Authority meeting.  
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
2. That Members consider and note the reports from the Authority’s representatives. 
 
Background 
 
3. Members represent the Authority on a wide variety of Partnerships and, in order to 

keep Members and Officers updated on this representation, formal reports are 
brought to each full Authority meeting.   

 
4.       These formal reports provide the opportunity to update members on the work of the 

various partnerships we are involved, a chance to question member 
representatives and a means by which we can continually assess the value of 
these partnerships.  

 
6. The Appendices include: 

1) A list of Partnership Meetings attended in the last quarter; and 

2) Reports from the relevant Partnership meetings. 

 

Clare Tamea 

Committees Officer 

10 March 2022 
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Appendix 1 
 

List of Partnership Meetings Jan 2022 – Mar 2022 
 
 

Title Member Date Attended Report 

Campaign for 
National Parks 

Julie Martin 9/3/22 Yes See 
attached 

Farming and Land 
Management Forum 

Neil Heseltine 25/1/22 
 

Yes See 
attached 

Local Government 
York, North 
Yorkshire & East 
Riding Housing 
Board 

Richard Good 28/2/22 Yes  Verbal 
report will 
be given at 
meeting 

National Parks 
England 

Chair 19/1/22 Yes See Chair’s 
report 

York, North 
Yorkshire & East 
Riding Local 
Enterprise 
Infrastructure 
Programmes Board  

Yvonne Peacock 24/2/22 Yes See 
attached 

Yorkshire Dales 
Biodiversity Forum 

MC for Natural 
Environment 

17/1/22 Yes See 
attached 
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Appendix 2 

 
Report on the Campaign for National Parks (CNP) Council Meeting,  

held online, 9 March 2022 
 
The meeting was attended by over 40 Council members and chaired by Janette 
Ward, Chair of CNP and Dr Rose O’Neill, the recently appointed CEO.  The main 
aim was to feed into CNP’s emerging response to consultation on the government’s 
response to the Glover Landscapes Review. 
 
In her introduction, Rose O’Neill said that the ‘rhetoric’ of the government response 
was good but in her view there are real concerns over delivery.  The key changes 
that CNP wishes to see are: 

 A people’s charter for our protected landscapes – making the business case for 
investment in terms of equality, health and the cultural economy; 

 Priority being given to nature recovery, founded on a better understanding of the 
state of the natural environment and reliable funding; 

 Proper government leadership, including a cross-government strategy for 
protected landscapes, with central government being held accountable for 
delivery. 

CNP’s main ask would be for new legislation to help meet these requirements. 
 
There followed three personal perspectives on the top priorities for changes in policy 
and legislation relating to National Parks: 
 
Kate Ashbrook of the Open Spaces Society (and CNP trustee) said she was hoping 
for National Parks that would be truly welcoming to all, joined up with AONBs and 
adjacent countryside, with strong investment in health and climate recovery, 
improved public access, and a stronger duty on public bodies to further the purposes 
of designation.  The benefits to health, nature and climate of investment in National 
Parks must be strongly put to ministers. 
 
Catherine Broomfield, farmer and rural policy researcher (and CNP trustee), said 
that “policy is everything to farmers and farmers are everything to the landscape”, 
adding that since COVID “the landscape is everything to people”.  Her main concern 
is that poorly designed policy, especially for ELM, may constrain what farmers are 
able to do for climate and nature.  They are generally very keen to act for nature and 
climate recovery and must be freed up to help. 
 
Dr Alastair Driver of Rewilding Britain spoke passionately about rewilding, quoting a 
recent YouGov survey that shows support from 81% of the public.  Land within 
rewilding projects in Britain can continue to be grazed by livestock (albeit at lower 
stocking rates).  Land is not abandoned, and food production continues.  Moreover 
there is clear evidence that the approach can deliver new jobs and much more 
volunteer engagement.  His own top policy asks would be that the government 
should: 

 Incentivise nature-based economies on-farm; 

 Focus ELM rollout on National Parks and AONBs; 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/landscapes-review-national-parks-and-aonbs-government-response
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/landscapes-review-national-parks-and-aonbs-government-response
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 Foster natural regeneration (as opposed to tree planting), particularly in National 
Parks; 

 Set a target for National Parks to have ‘core rewilding areas’ on 10% of the park 
area (organisations respond well to targets and in many National Parks more 
than 10% of the land area is in the ownership of public bodies so the target 
should be achievable). 

 
The ensuing discussion included the following points: 

 CNP should call for strict government regulation of private finance, which should 
be ethical, accountable and sustainable; 

 There is a fear that private finance/carbon offsetting could result in ‘land grab’, 
conversion of large tracts of land to Sitka spruce, and the eviction of tenant 
farmers; 

 Core funding for NPAs must be there to enable any private finance to be properly 
and beneficially utilised; 

 CNP needs to strongly influence the scope and content of any new legislation 
(especially re National Park/AONB purposes, targets for change, and 
accountability); 

 CNP should be ambitious in its proposals are they are likely to be watered down; 

 National Parks and AONBs need further powers to move things forward and help 
them put nature first; 

 A clear ‘people’ focus in the CNP response is essential, to capture the energy 
behind the pandemic and new perceptions of the value of nature to people; 

 Farmers have a big part to play, especially in the National Parks, where they 
merit specific financial help and need to be kept on the land; 

 Farming is the key to delivery of environmental goods and services (which should 
include cultural heritage as well as natural heritage); 

 Good practice in farming for nature and climate should not wait for government 
action but should be promoted anyway. 

 
A full draft CNP response to the consultation will be circulated (selectively) for 
comment soon.  The next Council meeting will be held in late November 2022 (date 
tbc). 
 
Julie Martin 
9 March 2022 
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Report on the Yorkshire Dales Farming & Land Management Forum meeting, 

held online on 25 January 2022 
 
Forum Members discussed the following: 
An update to the Terms of Reference consisting solely of updates to the listed 

names of members in Appendix 1. To note too of the need to appoint a new Chair 

which should be for a maximum 3 year term. 

 Ideas and suggestions considered for a site visit venue in June 2022. 

 HK directed attendees to the circulated “2022 output plan” document which 

listed some ideas for discussion as possible Forum outputs. 

 The Farmer Network are holding a series of public events in the Westmorland 

Dales in the summer which include farm walks, visits to different farm types, 

and demonstration days.  Farm open day events were also discussed. 

 

The Local Nature Recovery Plan & Vision was discussed. The strategy will be a 

statutory document and there are 3 key reasons that the forum should be involved in 

its development; 

1. The LNR plan is meant to be the guiding document for LNR projects prior to 

ELM 

2. The 30-30 pledge- As a result of government calculations, all of the land area 

within the National Park is included in the 30-30 target area figure and is 

therefore expected to deliver something for Nature Recovery- what is this 

going to look like? 

3. Because 95% of the land within the National Park is privately owned the 

engagement with and support from farmers, landowners and land managers 

is crucial. 

Questions discussed were: 

 What should be the priorities and objectives for nature recovery in YDNP? 

 Where ought landscape-scale nature recovery areas be situated in YDNP? 

 How do we work with landowners and land managers to achieve nature 

recovery objectives? 

 What would incentivise landowners and land managers to undertake nature 

recovery initiatives? 

 How do we measure progress? 

 

Green Investment Update 

NUCLN work is being done by consultants, Work on Natural Capital accounting has 

been completed. The work involves costing HNV farming on a “typical” farm within 

the National Park and describes how this influences environmental payments and 

the cost of restoring habitats. The aim is to give people the opportunity to realise the 

Natural Capital that is on their land and realise these opportunities. The link to be 

circulated re the full report to all forum members.  In addition, a simplified guide to 

Natural Capital was due to be completed by the end of March 2022 
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A DEFRA test to be carried out by Palladium has been authorised this month, which 

will look into how private investment can be brought in. The main question of the test 

is how to blend public and private finance as well as incentivise participation and 

collaboration on the landscape scale whilst having and appropriate payment 

mechanism. The test is being done by Palladium although the Authority is assisting 

with contacts and meetings.   

Ecosulis are relatively new, and have a lot of professors within their team, who are 

working on biodiversity indexing (giving a baseline condition of an ecosystem) and 

looking into a method of tokens for this that companies could purchase. A proposal is 

to go to the Natural Environment & Innovation Resilience Fund looking at the 

possible concept in rewilding and the mechanism needed to recover funding by 

farmers/land managers/land-owners, and- how to measure. There are a few farms 

and estates within the National Park already involved with private investment, and so 

the National Park would like to be involved with the project in some form in order to 

see the impact, but at the moment being tentatively supportive and hoping for 

“Nature Recovery” rather than “Rewilding” type branding.  Concerns were raised 

about the level of division that could arise between supporters and non-supporters of 

private investment within the Park.  

Farming in Protected Landscapes (FiPL)  

31 agreements to date. Money has been confirmed from DEFRA for the next 2 

years. 150 enquiries have been logged to date, with 110 of those going to be looked 

at within year 2 (from March 2022). We are looking for a wide range of application 

types, rather than just agri-environment type works. Applications so far have funded 

farm cluster groups, sheep’s wool moorland restoration products, CS type work, and 

biodiversity indexing. So far there has been full cover of the 4 themes (Climate, 

Nature, People & Place) although less cover of the people theme than the others 

which we are hoping should be evened out next year. 

 
Environmental Land Management Programme update  

A PowerPoint summarising SFI was available which is thought will be very significant 

for farmers going forward although there is currently a lack of good information 

 

Farm Grant Update meetings 

There will be a series of face-to- face and online meetings in February held in 

Sedbergh, Settle, Orton, Reeth and Hawes. Face to face events will run from 2-4pm 

and 7-9pm, with the 2 online sessions from 7-9pm.  Topics covered will include 

Countryside Stewardship and key dates and new payment rates, Environmental 

Land Management, Farming in Protected Landscapes, the Farming Investment Fund 

and information on woodland grants, 

 
Date of next meetings 
Site visit to be held in June 2022, preferably late June, but dependent of venue 
availability, and subsequent meeting to be held on 8 November 2022. 
 
Neil Heseltine 
10 March 2022 
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Report on the York and North Yorkshire Local Enterprise Partnership meeting  
held on 24 February 2022 

 
 
The Local Growth Fund ended in March 2021. Monitoring arrangements to report 
are: 

 Outputs will continue until March 2025 with regular report to the Board  

 During 2021/22 several projects are still under construction. The only project 

in Yorkshire Dales is Langcliffe Quarry Business Park.  

I asked about future projects in the Richmondshire and the Dales and the officer 
explained that a list would be available at the next meeting.  
 
 
A report on the Levelling Up white paper was presented.The report set out key areas 
which are: 
 

 Physical Capital. Infrastructure, machinery and housing  

 

 Human Capital. The skills, health and experience of workforce  

 

 Intangible Capital. Innovation, ideas and patents  

 

 Financial Capital. Resources supporting the financing of companies  

 

 Social Capital The strength of communities, relationships and trust  

 

 Institutional Capital. Local leadership, capacity and capability  

 
 
The future of LEP was confirmed within the white paper. As expected, it confirmed 
that where Mayoral combined Authorities exist, LEP will be embedded within it. 
 
The white paper also confirmed Government’s readiness to negotiate a devolution 
deal for York and North Yorkshire which will progress in parallel with ongoing Local 
Government reorganisation process.  
 
 
Yvonne Peacock  
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Report on Yorkshire Dales Biodiversity Forum Meeting  

held on 17 January 2022 
 

Nineteen representatives from a variety of environmental organisations attended this 

meeting including The National Trust, The Yorkshire Wildlife Trust, The Environment 

Agency, Natural England, The Yorkshire Peat Partnership, Friends of the Dales, The 

Yorkshire Dales Millennium Trust, The Yoredale Natural History Society and, of 

course, officers from the YDNPA’s Land Management team as well as myself. 

 

The first item on the agenda was consideration of the final draft of the Trends and 

Status Review 2020 – basically summarising the work on biodiversity carried out 

over the last ten years.  Tony Sergeant the head of the Authority’s wildlife team 

outlined the main findings, namely that the targets of the 2010 Biodiversity Action 

Plan, which were a) for 95% by area of the Priority Habitats in the YDNP to be in 

‘Good Condition’ by the end of 2020, and b) for 95% of Priority Species in the YDNP 

to occur in stable or increasing populations within the National Park, had not been 

achieved. It was acknowledged that these were ambitious targets.  Inconsistent 

definitions of ‘good condition’ between habitats within and outside of SSSI 

boundaries, and targeting of resources towards habitats within SSSIs, were cited as 

possible explanations for the apparent difference in habitat quality within and outside 

SSSIs, contributing to the failure to achieve the target of 95% of priority habitats in 

good ecological condition. It was suggested that the status of protected species 

within the Yorkshire Dales National Park is no better or worse than the national 

picture, with some species declining due to factors beyond the Park boundaries, 

such as in migratory species, and some declining due to specific problems within the 

Park, such as the outbreak of crayfish plague.  It was decided that the Forum 

needed more time to read and reflect upon the draft recommendations before 

providing suggestions and feedback. 

 

The next major item for consideration was the Local Nature Recovery Plan and 

Vision which again was presented by Tony Sergeant.  He had put together a draft 

text for the Nature Recovery Vision but had not yet circulated this to the Forum, as it 

became apparent that the involvement of other Forums, such as the Dales 

Woodland Forum and the Farm Management Forum, was also required. Instead, 

three papers (Papers A, B and C) had been circulated to the Forum. Paper A was an 

introduction to why a Nature Recovery Vision is required, Paper B was an evidence 

paper bringing together the statistics of the State of Nature in the YDNP from the 

findings of the 2020 Trends and Status Review, and Paper C included a list of 

questions to be addressed relating to the challenges, commitments and issues of the 

vision.  It was agreed that the evidence papers A, B & C, as well as the draft Nature 

Recovery Vision statement should be circulated to the other Forums.  It was also 

agreed that Peter Welsh the chairman of the Forum would organise a Nature 
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Recovery Subgroup meeting to discuss the next step options for the Nature 

Recovery Vision. 

 

Other matters considered by the Forum included the format of the Nature in the 

Dales web pages, a site visit to the new Woodland Trust reserve at Snaizeholme to 

be arranged for the Spring and updates from Forum members. 

 

 

Ian McPherson 

Member Champion for the Natural Environment 

 


